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TEKA!

A new look at the field of contemporary
dance creations: A task that involves
traditional movement and musicality within
a contemporary concept. The traditional
Teka can be seen from the perspective of
providing freedom of artistic language to
each of the dancers that comprise the piece representing on stage what identifies them
as individuals. The contemporary engages
with aspirations of breaking the traditional
frames, and developing a routine without a
predefined script.
TEKA! TEKA! TEKA!

There is rarely any comparison in the profound connection to human nature as it shows in traditional
African artistic expression. Traditional Mozambican music and dance are highly complex, exquisite,
they communicate very powerfully, and they are genuine. Artists are deeply devoted to their work.
TEKA is motivated by the concern that these art forms should not turn into a superficial entertainment and by the wish to discover the power that lies in their blending with the avantgarde languages
of the modern world.
The idea for TEKA was originated by the festival KINANI who looked for a way to challenge local
artists of different expressions: Contemporary and traditional. So, outstanding Mozambican artists
were invited to encounter and to dive into an experience of rediscovering themselves and each other
through their common roots and through contemporary approaches of creation to take the possibilities further into exploring the magic of the unexpected.
Namely, these artists are Grupo Cultural Hodi, an aggrupation of young excellent traditional dancers
and musicians, the DJ and beatmaker Nandele Maguni and contemporary choreographers Horacio
Macuacua and Idio Chichava, both with a brilliant international career.
They surprised themselves by the alchemy the union of their talent, work and joy were able to generate.
This feeling of honouring the ancestors of all humans by offering the new becomes tangible when
experiencing the show.
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Horacio Macuacua
The Mozambican dancer and choreographer is the artistic director of the
Horacio Macuacua dance company.
Having no aesthetic limitations the
company develops projects which are
open to the creativity of all the collaborators, always with the intention that
everyone has the room to explore their
own choreographic universe.
Horacio has carried out his projects:
COMUM, Canais, Orobroy, Stop! (1st
Prize and Puma Creative Prize at Danse
l’Afrique Danse Festival 2010), Smile
If You Can!, Convoy, Fighting room,
Trampled Rose and Paradise is not in
the sky!
He is a founding member of Culturarte,
the first contemporary dance company
in Mozambique. He collaborated as
dancer and creator with choreographers Cristina Moura, Thomas Hauert, Pablo
Colbert, George Khumalo, Wim Vandekeybus/Última Vez... and David Zambrano,
considering him his maestro and mentor.
Horacio began his training in traditional dances in Mozambique and later he
travelled Europe where he studied and worked with choreographers Marcelo Evelin,
Mark Tompkins, Luis Lecavalier, Boris Charmatz, Ted Stoffer, Germaine LeBlanc and
David Zambrano. With the latter he also continues to teach and develop techniques Flying low and Passing through. Horacio Macuacua has worked as a teacher
in Mozambique, Belgium, Holland, Spain, France, Brasil, China, South Korea, etc.
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Idio Chichava
Idio Chichava started his career in the
year 2000.
He participated in several workshops of
choreographers such as Lia Rodrigues
(Brazil), George Khumalo (South
Africa), Riina Saastamoin (Finland),
Thomas Hauert (Switzerland), Sandra
Martinez (France) and Bettina Holzhausen (Switzerland). He attended classes
at P.A.R.T.S School, led by David
Zambrano (Venezuela), Mat Voorter
(Netherlands), Elisabeth Coorbett (EU).
He dances in the pieces created by
Thomas Hauert, Panaibra Gabriel,
Cristina Moura, and is member of the
company CulturArte.
He currently resides in Mozambique
and in France, where he is part of the
French company Kubilai Khan Investigations with whom he has performed several pieces since 2005.
He has taught classes and international dance workshops.
In Mozambique, he is focused on his own productions, with upcoming dancers
of the country, in an attempt to invest in different spaces for the appreciation of
dance as a way of respecting and valuing the choreographic artist. Currently he
is studying a Master’s degree at the University of Nice Sophia Antipolis and he is
the Artistic director of the traditional music festival RAIZ, and collaborates with the
KINANI International Dance Platform.

Grupo Hodi

Grupo Cultural Hodi was created in 2009 with the intentions of research, practise
and divulgation of traditional dance and music from Mozambique. The group
disposes of a rich repertory of almost 15 traditional dances, such as Xigubo,
Makwaela, Zulo Dance, etc… and has appeared in the line-ups of national and
international festivals: Festival da Lusofonia (Macau) 2011, Harrang Dance 2013,
Festival Frankie 100 (New York) 2014; Festival de Folclore de Passo Fundo (Bresil)
2014, Mother City Hop (Cape Town), Festival Afro Swing (Sweden), Festival Azgo,
Festival Raiz Tradicional 2016,...
Nílegio Cossa • Paulo Inácio • Eugénio Macuvel • Augusto Manhica • Elias Manhica
• Ivan Mathis • Armando Nhamucume • Judite Novela • Osvaldo Passirivo • Vasco
Sitoe • Erzénia Tamele.
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Nandele Maguni
Born in Maputo in 1981.
Growing up in a family from the
Makonde tribe, he was exposed early
on to the music of Fela Kuti, Kanda
Bongo Man, Hugh Masekela, Steven
Kakana, Miriam Makeba, amongst
others. He also got influenced by
Michael Jackson, Kool And The Gang,
Bob Marley and Toots And The
Maytals. All these musical references shaped Nandele´s taste. In the
90s he started freestyling to hip-hop
beats on the National Union of Journalists. In 2004 Nandele takes up the
drums on the hip-hop group Projecto
Kamuflado, playing in many events.
After a residency with the Boom Bap
Crew, Nandele is invited to play with
the Gil Vicente´s resident band as a
presenter and singer. At the same time, he is working in several DJ sets throughout
Maputo. His growing interest in electronic music and the possibilities that this style
brings to a live show, leads him to start producing his own beats and form the
audiovisual project Awesomakossa.
In 2013 he was invited to be the DJ of the band Azagaia & Os Cortadores de Lenha,
accompanying one of the most important rappers from the lusophone world. The
need to create his own rhythms and to express himself musically, inspires him to
focus on his solo projects. On his first LP “Argolas Deliciosas”, transl. Sweet Rings.
Nandele takes us on his journey to try to communicate with other planets…
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CONTACT
Quito Tembe
YODINE Productions
Av. 24 Julho N 2182
Maputo-MOZ
+258 84 54 65598
iodinept@gmail.com
Horacio Macuacua
+34 662 96 03 31
+258 84 40 1117
macuacuahori@gmail.com

www.horaciomacuacua.com
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Technical requirements and lighting

Technical requirements
musicians and DJ

Microphones standing
Stage monitors

6
4

CHANNELS FOR:
Laptop
DI Box

1
2

Contact: nandelemaguni@gmail.com
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PODIUMS FOR THE MUSICIANS

podiums for musicians
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STAGE PLOT DJ
NANDELE MAGUNI
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